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Taking Risk out of Your Business: 5 Secrets Revealed  

(Can be presented as a 1, 2, 4 or 8 hour session or strategic planning session) 

Many business leaders focus diligently on their company’s small, visible details only to be blindsided by 

the monumental and far more impactful events they didn’t see coming such as loss of a key customer, 

the departure of a key employee, or a harmful assault by a close competitor.  

A facilitated discussion on 1 or more of 5 major Million Dollar Financial and Operational blind spots 

while growing your business through applying common sense approaches to existing business processes 

- techniques that you can take away.  Because, most companies never have all the money, people and 

time they need or want. Gary grew up and lives in that real world, and can help you.  

You can start with this fiscal checkup to provide value where other organizations spend major dollars. 

Think of this as a beer budget bottom-line oriented approach toward a risk assessment, enterprise risk 

management review or a strategic operational internal audit examination.  

 Focus on strategic areas you need to address to increase opportunities or decrease risks. 

 Address the cause of feeling stuck, a best kept secret or coasting on past success.  

 Stay on track to sustainable profitable growth.  

How well prepared are you to improve top line revenue and bottom line profitability in a heightened era 

of liability, excuses and assigning blame, afterwards?   Thankfully, there's a fiscal doctor in the building. 

Click http://www.fiscaldoctor.com/testimonials for 29 written and video testimonials. 

Biography 

He has helped over 200 manufacturing, technology, service, distribution, and non-profit organizations 
and been quoted globally by  over 140 publications and groups including Forbes, Agenda, NACD, FEI, 
Risk & Compliance (UK), Guidestar, CEO Magazine (AU), Directors & Boards, Corporate Compliance 
Insights, and  More Magazine.  Gary is a Stanford MBA/Big 4 CPA, and NSA speaker. He authored Million 
Dollar Blind Spots; 20/20 Vision for Financial Growth and 2 other books, and speaks on enterprise risk 
management, leadership, and strategic planning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Clients say Gary specializes in helping leaders   

                     avoid costly problems and increase profits by  

                     uncovering million dollar blind spots to make  

                     better business decisions, carrying out rigorous  

                     due diligence and enterprise risk management  

                     reviews, and partnering with them on critical fiscal and     
financial projects. 
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